Virtually renovating the Trauma Film Paradigm: Comparing Virtual Reality with on-screen presentation of an analogue trauma

Abstract

Due to the unpredictable nature of traumatic events, prospective research into trauma relies upon laboratory methods utilising distressing film scenes to act as a trauma analogue measuring vulnerability factors and testing interventions applied to posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). This is the first study to test whether Virtual Reality (VR) provides a more effective trauma analogue than traditional on-screen presentation by direct comparison of the same real-life trauma film. Participants viewed footage of a staged car accident either presented in VR (N=31) or on-screen (OS) (N=30). Both groups recorded sense of presence, pre- and post-film mood and state anxiety. After the film, some participants (VR: n=18; OS: n=12) reported involuntary intrusions of the film and recorded the emotionality of these. VR presentation evoked a greater sense of presence, yet both VR and OS presentation elicited negative mood and involuntary intrusions. Although intrusions were more vivid in the VR condition, there were no significant differences in frequency or distress. However, a greater sense of presence, regardless of medium, was predictive of increased emotional reaction to the film and greater intrusion frequency and distress. Therefore, implementing a VR paradigm could be directly beneficial for TFP research concerning sense of presence or vividness of intrusions. The association between enhanced sense of presence and stress response suggests that an effective trauma analogue should be immersive, and VR presentation is a useful medium to elicit a greater sense of immersion.
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1. Introduction

Experiencing intrusive images or thoughts after a traumatic event is a common feature of post-trauma cognition. These intrusive memories differ from voluntary memories in that intrusions are usually visual, relating to specific events (Schlagman & Kvavilashvili, 2008) and come into awareness unbidden with the capacity to evoke emotional responses as they take the form of reminders of the trauma event (Brewin, Gregory, Lipton, & Burgess, 2010). Intrusions and re-experiencing are hallmark symptoms of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). The presence or frequency of intrusions directly after a trauma event does not necessarily predict later PTSD severity (Michael, Ehlers, Halligan, & Clark, 2005), yet the increased level of distress elicited from intrusions and the sense that memories were being relived in the present, have been found to predict later diagnosis of PTSD (Creamer, O’Donnell, & Pattison, 2004). As such, prospective trauma research, which utilises a film showing stressful content as an analogue for a traumatic event, typically record post-film intrusive imagery and thoughts as a measure of trauma response (Horowitz, 1969). <Combine paragraphs>

The use of a traumatic film as an analogue for a trauma event has particular relevance due to the 5th edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5) incorporating exposure to trauma through electronic media, TV, movies or pictures as part of the classification for posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Incorporating a trauma film also circumvents methodological drawbacks concerning retrospective trauma research that relies on victims’ memories of traumatic events that may have occurred many years previously (Candel & Merckelbach, 2004). Alternatively, the ‘Trauma Film Paradigm’ (TFP) provides a platform to prospectively research trauma in a controlled setting (Horowitz, 1969). The paradigm involves healthy participants completing
pre-film measures before watching a short film depicting stressful events, which acts as an analogue for a trauma incident. Following this, participants complete post-film measures of emotional response and record any involuntary intrusions experienced as a result of the film in an intrusion diary over the following few days. The TFP has been shown to elicit acute responses in healthy participants akin to those experienced after actual trauma exposure, for example, heightened physiological arousal (Chou, La Marca, Steptoe, & Brewin, 2014); increased state anxiety and rumination, (Laposa & Rector, 2012) avoidance behaviour (Halligan, Clark, & Ehlers, 2002) and later intrusive memories of the trauma scenes (Holmes, Brewin, & Hennessy, 2004).

The qualitative similarities of symptoms following both direct exposure and analogue trauma means that the TFP can provide a relevant and worthwhile medium to prospectively measure psychological responses to trauma and test the effectiveness of interventions to combat intrusion symptoms within clinical PTSD (Iyadurai et al., 2017). In traditional film paradigms the observer remains an ‘outsider’, whereas Virtual Reality (VR) can offer an extension to TFP research by creating a more immersive environment with increased participant interactivity and realism (Dibbets & Schulte-Ostermann, 2015). In comparison to viewing a film on-screen, VR is associated with greater immersion and sense of presence (Riva et al., 2007) and offers a first-person perspective and person-environment interaction, enabling the generation of personal autobiographical memories (Schöne, Wessels, & Gruber, 2017). VR has already been effectively incorporated into exposure-based therapy (VRET) for the treatment of PTSD, (Beidel et al., 2017; Botella, Serrano, Baños, & Garcia-Palacios, 2015; Loucks et al., 2019) and has yielded equal treatment results to in vivo exposure (Carl et al., 2019). Virtual environments are also used in pre-deployment military training of stress
resilience and emotional coping (A. Rizzo et al., 2012), yet the use of VR in TFP research is a relatively recent innovation.

Perhaps one explanation for the scarcity in VR TFP research concerns the unique filming method required to produce VR films. Realistic 360° film footage as an appropriate analogue for a real-life trauma event is difficult to attain. As a result, VR studies typically rely on programmed animations of simulated stressful environments such as an animation of the aftermath of a train collision (Boskovic et al., 2019; Dibbets, 2019) or simulated bomb detonation (Schweizer, Renner, Sun, Becker-Asano, & Tuschen-Caffier, 2019; Schweizer et al., 2017). Such VR scenes have been found to increase physiological response (Schweizer et al., 2018) and evoke intrusions later (Cuperus, Laken, van den Hout, & Engelhard, 2016; Dibbets, 2019). Yet without a direct comparison with on-screen presentation, it is unclear whether the benefit of increased immersion from VR outweighs the potential costs in realism from using an animated analogue trauma. Recent imagery research has alluded to **multisensory** VR as a more effective medium to present a trauma analogue when compared with **multisensory script-driven imagery, induced from an analogue trauma presented via audio script with olfactory stimulation** (Schweizer et al., 2018). This emphasises the potential benefits of providing a **multisensory** virtual environment in TFP research, at least when compared with **multisensory script-driven imagery**. However very few studies have endeavoured to draw direct comparisons between VR and on-screen presentation of a stressful film to elucidate the true value of renovating traditional TFP methodology with a more immersive analogue trauma in VR.

The first study comparing traditional on-screen TFP with a VR alternative was conducted by Dibbets and Schulte-Ostermann (2015). A clip from a feature film presented on screen
displaying an acted domestic violence scene was compared with a programmed animated depiction of a domestic assault in VR. The VR scene was found to evoke a greater sense of immersion, yet this did not translate to a higher frequency of intrusions or stronger trauma response, conversely the on-screen film resulted in greater distress elicited from intrusions. The study provides useful preliminary insights into virtual trauma analogues, yet the disparity between trauma films makes it difficult to ascertain whether these findings bear a true reflection of the effectiveness of incorporating VR into TFP research or a reduced trauma response to an animated virtual environment. <combine paragraphs>

A second comparable study progressed with the addition of participant engagement and interactivity within the virtual environment (Cuperus, Klaassen, Hagenaars, & Engelhard, 2017). Acted scenes of violence presented on-screen were compared with an interactive programmed virtual environment involving participants navigating an animated fantasy horror scene in VR. Similarly, the VR game was reported to be more personally involving yet did not elicit a greater frequency of intrusions when compared with the on-screen film. In contrast, participants who viewed the violent film on-screen reported greater unpleasantness from intrusions. The novel inclusion of interactivity in this study provides a useful foundation for increased virtual engagement in trauma analogues incorporated into the traditional paradigm. However, the incongruity in style and genre of film presented between conditions restricts firm conclusions from being made regarding the utility of VR within TFP research.

These foundational studies are useful in providing a basis for VR paradigms to be utilised in prospective TFP research and imply greater immersion from VR but no more traumatic, as defined by intrusion frequency, than on-screen presentation. The relevance of immersion is
particularly relevant in TFP research due to the bidirectional relationship between affective response and feeling of presence associated with virtual environments (Riva et al., 2007).

Therefore, these studies provide some preliminary insights into the potential value of renovating the traditional paradigm using VR but have some methodological shortcomings when attempting to draw direct comparisons between on-screen and virtual presentation of a trauma analogue. Namely, the reliance on programmed animated scenes leading to inconsistency between films used in on-screen and VR conditions and possible issues with realism when regarded as an analogue for a real-life trauma event. The credibility of a virtual scene, referring to the extent the film fits with reality, is a fundamental factor in generalising TFP research to experiences of real life trauma (Rovira, Swapp, Spanlang, & Slater, 2009). Consequently, current literature would benefit from a direct comparison of the same realistic trauma film, presented in both a virtual environment and on-screen, to clarify the true value of VR as an effective renovation to the traditional paradigm.

In the present study, we aimed to further assess the utility of VR in TFP research by incorporating the same trauma film for both VR and on-screen conditions to enable direct comparison of implementing VR presentation of a trauma analogue within the traditional paradigm. The film used in the present study represents a realistic and plausible traumatic event of a car accident compared against the same film presented in a virtual environment. The film was provided by the Leicestershire Fire and Rescue Service (UK) and created as an educational tool to demonstrate the consequences of reckless driving and a typical first-response scene following a car accident. The film was created with actors playing the roles of the driver and passengers in the car, as well as the first-response ambulance and fire service. Due to the realistic nature of the trauma film and its compatibility with both on-screen and
VR modality, the present study is able to provide a unique and direct exploration into the value of renovating the traditional TFP integrating a realistic, immersive trauma film in VR.

Emotional responses including anxiety and mood, as well as intrusion frequency and emotional characteristics of intrusions, were measured to assess and compare trauma responses between VR and on-screen presentation of the film. In alignment with Cuperus et al. (2017), self-reported personal involvement and realness was also measured to determine differences in feelings of presence between VR and on-screen conditions. Based on previous findings, we expected the VR presentation to evoke a greater sense of presence compared to on-screen presentation of the same traumatic film. We also hypothesised an increase in state anxiety and negative mood across both conditions with a greater increase expected following presentation in VR due to the known impact of greater sense of presence on affective response (Riva et al., 2007). Finally, on account of the two aforementioned comparable VR studies, one would expect the trauma film to generate equivalent frequency of intrusions regardless of film modality (VR or on-screen).

2. Method

2.1. Participants

A total of 66 undergraduate participants were recruited from the Psychology department at (blinded for review) in return for course credit. Participants were informed of the graphic content of the film containing scenes of injury and informed consent was received from all participants prior to viewing the film. An a priori power analysis was conducted to generate an estimated sample size based on the difference in sense of presence scores between VR and on-screen conditions in a previous comparative study (Dibbets & Schulte-Ostermann, 2015).
With an alpha of .05 and power of .80, the projected sample size needed to generate the same large effect size ($d=1.40$) was $N=20$ (ten in each condition), (Faul, Erdfelder, Buchner, & Lang, 2009). However, as intrusion frequency was also measured, we over-recruited participants to each condition with the anticipation that some participants would not experience intrusions and/or comply with intrusion diary guidelines. After screening, 63 participants were included. A further two participants were excluded from analysis as they terminated the study before viewing the film. The final sample consisted of 61 participants randomly assigned to either VR ($N=31$; $Mage=20.7$) or On-Screen (OS) ($N=30$; $Mage=20.8$). Age of participants ranged from 18-52 years. The study was approved by the Ethical Committee of the Faculty of Health and Human Sciences at (blinded for review) (17/18-805).

2.2. Measures

2.2.1. Screening Questionnaire.

The screening tool incorporated was adopted from VR TFP research by Dibbets and Schulte-Ostermann (2015). The Jellinek-PTSD (J-PTSD) is a short self-report questionnaire consisting of four yes/no items pertaining to the four PTSD symptom clusters: re-experiencing; avoidance; hyper-arousal and negative affect (van Dam, Ehring, Vedel, & Emmelkamp, 2013). Due to the nature of the film used representing a real-life trauma event, an additional question: ‘Have you ever been personally involved in a car accident’ was incorporated into screening. Only participants who responded negatively to all questions participated in the study.

2.2.2. State Anxiety.
The Spielberger State Anxiety Inventory (STAI)–Short Form, (Marteau & Bekker, 1992) was completed before and after the film to assess baseline measures as well as the impact of the film on participants’ state anxiety. The STAI-short form is a brief six-item measure of state anxiety comprised of six questions requiring a response on a rating scale of 1-4 (Not at all to Almost Always). The STAI-short form shows satisfactory inter-item reliability with this sample at baseline ($\alpha =.68$) and good inter-item reliability in post-film ratings ($\alpha =.80$).

2.2.3. Mood.

Participants indicated their current mood on visual analogue rating scales ranging from zero (Not at all) to 100 (Extremely) for four different moods: Happy, Depressed, Anxious and Angry. These moods were selected in line with previous TFP research (Cuperus et al., 2017; Davis & Clark, 1998). Mood ratings were completed both before and after the film to establish baseline ratings as well as the impact of the film on participants’ mood.

2.2.4. Sense of Presence.

Sense of presence was assessed post-film with the use of two statements regarding how participants felt whilst watching the trauma film: (1) *I felt personally involved in the car accident*, and (2) *What happened somehow seemed real*. Participants responded on a visual analogue scale that ranged from zero (not personally involved at all; did not feel real at all) to 100 (felt extremely real; extremely personally involved). These statements were adopted and modified from a post-film evaluation questionnaire by Cuperus et al. (2017) which compared VR and on-screen viewing of a trauma film. In an extension to the current study using the same trauma film with different outcome measures, these items were later endorsed against a validated measure of presence, the ITC-Sense of Presence Inventory (ITC-SOPI) (Lessiter,
Both items produced a strong positive correlation with the presence measure from the ITC-SOPI, \( r = .70, p < .001 \).

### 2.2.5. Intrusions.

Involuntary intrusions were logged in an online diary over the course of three days following the film. Participants received a daily email containing instructions of how to use the diary to record intrusions and a unique login link that directed them to their diary. Participants were instructed to login to their diary whenever they experienced an involuntary intrusion of the film using the link emailed; there were no limits on the number of times a participant could login to their diary over the study period. Once logged in, participants recorded the content of the intrusions experienced as well as rated the level of distress, unpleasantness, control and vividness of intrusions on four visual analogue scales ranging from 0 (low levels) to 100 (high levels of the specific attribute). Participants were also instructed to identify the modality of intrusions as being either ‘visual’, ‘auditory’ or ‘both visual and auditory’, as well as to report any possible trigger for the intrusions. Only intrusions containing a visual component were considered for analysis to exclude mere thoughts of the film and intrusions reported to have been triggered by the diary email were discounted from analysis. Participants were instructed to log in to the diary every day for three consecutive days following the trauma film regardless of intrusion experience, (i.e. participants who did not experience intrusions were instructed to input ‘zero’ into the intrusion number response box). Compliance with the intrusion diary was measured in a follow-up questionnaire emailed to participants on Day 4 (following completion of the intrusion diary).
2.3. Trauma Film

The Leicestershire Fire and Rescue Service (UK) provided the trauma film used. The film lasted 6:20 minutes and was created by attaching a 360° camera rig to the headrest of the front passenger seat of a car. Within the car, a young male actor played the role of the distracted driver and two young female actors played the roles of distracting passengers. The film depicts erratic driving with the driver on his phone and interacting with the passengers. The scene ends when a tractor pulls out in front of the car, causing a collision. The film uses intermittent black screens with audio from the point of impact onwards to simulate loss of consciousness. In the trauma aftermath, the driver and one of the passengers are shown with life-threatening injuries, paramedics working to resuscitate them and the fire service removing the roof of the car. The scene ends with a paramedic tending to the passenger and the implied body of the participant in the front of the car (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Stills from the trauma film showing the distracted driver and aftermath of the crash with first responders tending to passengers and the supposed body of the participant
Participants in the VR condition viewed the film using a HTC Vive VR headset and headphones. Participants were instructed to remain seated, as if embodying the front-seat passenger, but move their heads to navigate the scene and orientate their viewpoint. The film content is designed in such a way to draw attention from the viewer to different aspects of the scene with interaction towards the supposed body of the participant from other passengers and first-responders. Practice using the VR headset was provided prior to viewing the film. The film used in the OS condition was the same car accident film presented in the VR condition but with a forced perspective. Therefore, participants in the OS condition did not have the capacity to navigate the scene and instead viewed the film on a computer screen in front of them. The film was created by recording what is seen in the VR headset using screen capture in a way to ensure all main events in the film remained a main focal point. Participants wore headphones and were seated at a computer screen to watch the film on-screen.

2.4. Procedure

We used a mixed design with presentation modality as a between-subjects factor and participants randomly assigned to either view the trauma film in VR with a HTC Vive headset, or watch the same film on a computer screen in front of them (VR, OS). Pre-film to post-film changes in STAI and mood scores were within-subject factors (Figure 2).
Participants completed a pre-study screening questionnaire (*see section 2.2.1*) and only participants who responded negatively to all five items from the questionnaire were eligible to take part. Participants were provided with a detailed information sheet with a disclaimer regarding the graphic content of the film containing scenes of injury.

Participants completed baseline questionnaires of self-report state anxiety and mood and were randomly allocated to either VR or OS condition. All participants were instructed to ‘*immerse completely in the film*’. Those in the OS condition wore headphones and were prompted to
press a ‘Continue to film’ button when ready to view the film on a computer screen positioned in front of them. In the VR condition, participants were provided with headphones and VR headset and were asked to signal to the researcher when ready to view the film. The researcher then started the film and viewed on-screen the participant’s viewpoint to ensure participants were engaging with the virtual environment. At the end of the film, participants received instruction to remove the headset and completed the remaining scales.

Following the film, all participants completed measures of state anxiety and mood to assess changes from baseline, as well as a sense of presence measure. Subsequently, participants were provided written and verbal instructions of how to use their diary to record any intrusions, defined as ‘a memory or image which comes into awareness spontaneously’ in accordance with previous definitions of intrusions (Cuperus et al., 2017). An automated email with a login link to the diary was sent to participants each day for three consecutive days beginning from the day after viewing the film. On the fourth day, participants were emailed a link to a short diary-compliance questionnaire, debrief and received course credit.

### 2.5. Data Analyses

To compare trauma responses between the VR and OS conditions, 2x2 repeated measures ANOVAs were conducted on pre- and post- film scores for state anxiety and mood as within-subjects factors and condition (VR or OS) as between-subjects factor. A 2x2 ANOVA was used to assess differences in sense of presence between conditions and an independent samples t-test was carried out to compare intrusion frequency. Finally, characteristics of intrusions were examined with a 2x4 ANOVA and regression analyses were conducted to generate predictive models of post-film distress, intrusion frequency and severity. Effect sizes were reported and the rejection criterion was set at $p<.05$ throughout.
3. Results

3.1. Baseline Measures

Mean scores from pre-film baseline measures for both conditions are provided in Table 1. There were no significant differences between VR and On-Screen (OS) conditions for pre-film state anxiety scores, \( F(1, 59) = .93, p = .34, \eta^2 = .02 \) or pre-film mood scores, \( F(1, 59) < 2.05, p_s > .16, \eta^2 = .01 \).

Table 1. Mean scores, standard deviations (SD) and ranges for pre- and post-film measures for both VR and OS conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>VR</th>
<th></th>
<th>OS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( (N=31) )</td>
<td></td>
<td>( (N=30) )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>Range</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-Film</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Anxiety</td>
<td>9.39</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>6–14</td>
<td>8.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happy Mood</td>
<td>72.23</td>
<td>14.40</td>
<td>50–99</td>
<td>71.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depressed Mood</td>
<td>18.48</td>
<td>17.53</td>
<td>0–40</td>
<td>15.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxious Mood</td>
<td>7.48</td>
<td>11.86</td>
<td>0–58</td>
<td>10.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angry Mood</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>0–10</td>
<td>4.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-Film</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State Anxiety</td>
<td>15.65</td>
<td>3.44</td>
<td>7–21</td>
<td>15.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happy Mood</td>
<td>45.06</td>
<td>20.95</td>
<td>0–85</td>
<td>47.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depressed Mood</td>
<td>47.97</td>
<td>27.17</td>
<td>0–72</td>
<td>35.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxious Mood</td>
<td>25.32</td>
<td>24.81</td>
<td>0–93</td>
<td>17.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angry Mood</td>
<td>14.32</td>
<td>22.65</td>
<td>0–70</td>
<td>12.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. State Anxiety

Pre- and Post-film state anxiety mean scores for both VR and OS conditions are presented in Table 1. A 2x2 repeated measures ANOVA was conducted on pre-film and post-film STAI
scores as within-subjects factors and condition (VR or OS) as the between-subjects factor to assess the impact of the trauma film on self-report state anxiety. The analysis revealed a main effect of time, $F(1,59)=205.08$, $p<.001$, $\eta^2=.78$, indicating an increase in state anxiety post-film, yet no main effect for condition, $F(1,59)=.82$, $p=.37$, $\eta^2=.01$. There was also no interaction found between Condition×Time, $F(1,59)=.004$, $p=.95$, $\eta^2<.001$.

### 3.3. Mood

Mean Pre- and Post-film mood scores for both VR and OS conditions are presented in Table 1. Analysis of each individual mood item revealed a main effect of time for each of the four moods measured, $Fs(1,59)>19.87$, $ps<.001$, $\eta^2>.26$, indicating a decrease in happiness and increase in anxious, depressed and angry mood following the film. Yet, no main effects for condition were found for any of the four moods, $Fs(1,59)<2.15$, $ps>.15$, $\eta^2<.04$. Crucially, there were no significant interactions found between Condition×Time for any of the four mood scores, $Fs(1,59)<3.72$, $ps>.06$, $\eta^2<.06$.

### 3.4. Sense of Presence

Differences in self-report sense of presence between the VR and OS conditions are presented in Figure 3. A 2×2 ANOVA revealed a statistically significant difference between conditions in feelings of being personally involved in the car accident, (VR: M=59.45, SD=25.5; OS: M=35.67, SD=27.51), $F(1,59)=12.27$, $p=.001$, $\eta^2=.17$, as well as the trauma event seeming real, (VR: M=71.03, SD=22.87; OS: M=54.87, SD=29.91), $F(1,59)=5.65$, $p=.02$, $\eta^2=.09$. Indicating an increased sense of presence in the VR condition compared with the OS condition.
3.5. Intrusion Frequency

Seven participants did not comply with the involuntary memory diary guidelines that instructed participants to log in to the diary every day for three consecutive days regardless of intrusion experience. Of these seven participants, three participants did not log in to the diary at all over the three days and four participants only complied with diary entry guidelines for two out of three days. Subsequently, these seven participants’ data were removed from analysis and all consequent analysis was conducted on the remaining 54 participants, (27 participants in the VR condition and 27 in the OS condition). Follow-up revealed good
compliance with the online diary with 92% of respondents reporting *fairly or very confident* in their accuracy of reporting each intrusion.

From the 54 participants who complied with the intrusion diary instructions, 30 participants reported at least one intrusion over the course of the following three days (VR Condition: N=18; OS Condition: N=12). The remaining 24 participants followed instruction by logging in to their online diary each day but reported zero intrusions. Including all participants who complied with intrusion diary guidelines (N=54), a Mann-Whitney U test was conducted to compare intrusion frequency between conditions as a non-parametric alternative to an Independent Samples t-test due to data not being normally distributed. Analysis revealed no significant differences in mean number of intrusions reported between participants in the VR condition, (M=1.33, SD=1.30) and those in the OS condition, (M=1.52, SD=2.56), U=310.50, p=.32. Removal of two outliers (intrusion scores of 9) restored normality of distribution but did not alter the outcome of the analysis.

**3.6. Intrusion Characteristics**

As well as number of intrusions, participants were required to report emotionality of their intrusions experienced on four measures including: Distress; Control; Unpleasantness and Vividness. Subsequently, only participants who had recorded at least one intrusion were included in the following analysis (VR condition: N=18; OS condition: N=12). Differences in intrusion emotionality between conditions are presented in Figure 4. A 2x4 ANOVA revealed no significant differences between conditions in the level of distress, control or unpleasantness of intrusions, $F$s(1,28)$<1.02$, $ps>.32$. However, the groups differed in mean self-reported vividness of intrusions, $F$(1,28)$=4.58$, $p=.04$, $d=.80$, with those from the VR condition reporting greater vividness of intrusions (M=57.11, SD=25.09) compared with
those in the OS condition (M=37.50, SD=23.81). However, reliance on data from participants who experienced intrusions only, means that this analysis was performed on relatively small sample sizes for each condition. Therefore, despite a large effect size for difference in intrusion vividness, no firm conclusions can be drawn due to potential issues of low power.

![Intrusion Characteristics](image)

* Significant at the .05 probability level

*Figure 4. Mean scores for self-report intrusion characteristics for VR (N=18) and On Screen (N=12) conditions. Error bars indicate standard deviations.*

### 3.7. Regression Analyses

Regression analyses were conducted to test the extent to which sense of presence can explain post-film distress, later intrusion frequency or emotionality. As the data revealed no significant differences between conditions in pre-film baseline measures or intrusion frequency, participants in both VR and OS conditions were combined for analysis. Prior to
performing regression analyses, the relevant assumptions for singularity, normality, linearity and individual outliers were tested and satisfied upon removal of two participants who reported nine intrusions (Field, 2018). Linear regression analysis revealed combined sense of presence scores independently significantly predicted intrusion frequency, \( F(1,50)=4.22, p=.05, R^2=.08 \), and level of distress associated with intrusions, \( F(1,26)=6.84, p=.02, R^2=.21 \). No other characteristics of intrusions measured were significantly associated with sense of presence. However, analysis with all participants revealed that sense of presence did significantly predict post-film STAI scores, \( F(1,50)=8.20, p=.006, R^2=.14 \); post-film depressed mood \( F(1,59)=12.45, p<.001, R^2=.17 \), and post-film anxious mood \( F(1,59)=15.74, p<.001, R^2=.21 \). These analyses indicate that a greater sense of presence from an analogue trauma predict greater state anxiety, depressed and anxious mood as well as a higher frequency of intrusions and self-report distress from intrusions.

4. Discussion

This study aimed to build upon preliminary research investigating the value of incorporating a virtual trauma analogue into the traditional film paradigm. The novel element of this research lies in the same realistic film used for both VR and on-screen presentation to allow for a direct assessment of the utility of a virtual trauma analogue. The trauma film used in this study evoked an increase in negative mood and state anxiety comparable to previously published TFP research, (Cuperus et al., 2017). The film also elicited involuntary intrusions over the following three days, yet an important limitation to note is that the average frequency of intrusions was lower \( (M=1.43) \) than those reported in previous TFP studies incorporating a 3-day diary which range from \( M=2.26–M=3.42 \) (Luo et al., 2013; Verwoerd, Wessel, & De Jong, 2012). However, for the purpose of generating a direct comparison
between VR and OS modality of trauma film presentation, the actual frequency of intrusions is less significant than the differences in responses between the two conditions. The comparatively lower number of intrusions may be as a result of the film appearing less shocking compared with real-life footage of road accidents used in previous TFP research. The staged nature of the film prevented footage of an actual collision and instead presented intermittent black screens to imply collision and loss of consciousness of the passenger (viewer). Yet, in order for immersive and realistic VR to be used appropriately in TFP research, filming requires the use of a 360° camera and is therefore limited to staged trauma events (as opposed to dash-cam footage of a real-life road accident). However, this should not deter future research from incorporating VR. A review of trauma film genres suggests clips from feature films depicting staged scenes of violence generate more intense stress reactions than compilations of footage from real-events, (Weidmann, Conradi, Gröger, Fehm, & Fydrich, 2009). This suggests that film genre may be more influential over trauma responses than the staged nature of the film.

When considering the effectiveness of incorporating VR into TFP research, the findings indicate that VR is comparable to on-screen presentation of a trauma analogue for post-trauma measures of state anxiety and the later development of distressing and unpleasant intrusive memories. This suggests that presenting a trauma film in VR is equally effective at inducing such post-trauma responses as presentation of the same analogue trauma seen on-screen. However, intrusions after VR appear to be more vivid than those after on-screen presentation, a finding that contradicts previous comparable research (Cuperus et al., 2017). It seems likely to assume that this disparity may be due to the animated nature of the virtual environments used in previous research eliciting intrusions that are less vivid than their realistic, on-screen alternative. The use of identical film content in the current study
eradicates such nuances and posits a VR-modality-specific contributing factor to evoke enhanced vividness of intrusions. Greater vividness of intrusions following VR presentation may originate from the virtual environment providing an egocentric first-person view of the trauma scene eliciting self-referent memories that are more akin to autobiographical memories of a real life event than viewing the scene on-screen (Rubin & Umanath, 2015). However, due to comparatively low numbers of participants in each condition who experienced intrusions, the observed findings from this study can offer preliminary evidence of increased intrusion vividness following VR presentation, but cannot draw firm conclusions. Moreover, future research incorporating VR should question the clinical relevance of enhanced vividness of intrusions when applied to PTSD symptoms following real-life trauma due to the recognised significance of distress caused by intrusions, (rather than intrusion vividness) as a predictive factor of PTSD severity, (Michael et al., 2005; Reger et al., 2019).

Those who had viewed the trauma film in VR experienced a greater ‘sense of presence’: a finding reflected in previous comparable research (Cuperus et al., 2017; Dibbets & Schulte-Ostermann, 2015). This finding may reflect the increased interactivity of freedom of viewpoint experienced by participants in the VR condition. The use of VR in clinical settings, such as exposure therapy for anxiety disorders, is based on the assumption that the increased feeling of presence, i.e. the sense of actually being there, acts as a catalyst to generate anxiety and distress in clinical virtual environments (Alsina-Jurnet, Gutiérrez-Maldonado, & Rangel-Gómez, 2011). The findings from the regression analyses presented in this study support this theory and demonstrate that, regardless of medium, a greater sense of presence is predictive of greater emotional response to an analogue trauma in terms of increased state anxiety, depressed and anxious mood. Additionally, greater sense of presence was also indicative of
later intrusion frequency and distress experienced from intrusions. These findings are in line with other VR research that reports sense of presence as a mediating factor between the media experience and affective response induced by it (Riva et al., 2007). This is of particular relevance in TFP research aiming to produce an analogue for a real life trauma event. If a trauma film cannot evoke a feeling of presence, the emotional response may be low regardless of the stressful content of the film itself. Equally, trauma films that induce a higher degree of involvement, such as having a straight story line as opposed to a series of different scenes, are associated with a more intense stress response (Weidmann et al., 2009). Future research may consider exploring which elements of presence may contribute to enhanced affective response following an analogue trauma.

Car accident footage is commonly used in TFP research as it affords a reflection of a real-event involving actual or threatened death and serious injury in accordance with defined trauma events in the context of PTSD diagnosis (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). The use of VR offers self-paced exploration of the trauma scene as the participant is able to manipulate their viewing perspective as if they were a passenger in the car themselves. This increased interactivity and engagement, albeit limited to head movements in the current study, increases immersion at the expense of control over stimulus presentation as each participant’s view of the film would be slightly different (Rizzo & Shilling, 2017). This is partially controlled for in the current study as the scenes are created in a way to manipulate the observer perspective, yet future research would be wise to take into account the cost of participant-controlled interactions and balance interactivity with controllability. Presently, the difficulties associated with the availability of 360° footage and ability to produce realistic virtual environments causes a barrier for the appropriate integration of VR into TFP research. The current findings present little impact of VR on intrusion frequency or distress, which are
typically the main outcome measures in TFP studies (Weidmann et al., 2009). Therefore, the increased sense of presence in VR should not necessarily override the caveat of less realistic and credible film footage.

The film used in the current study presents a real-life trauma scenario to expand on previous TFP research incorporating programmed virtual environments. The use of programmed simulations has been effective as a therapeutic medium to deliver exposure therapy for PTSD, particularly in contexts whereby actual exposure is not possible (e.g. military experience), (Rizzo et al., 2010). Programmed virtual environments have also been effective in clinical assessments of PTSD in an attempt to develop an objective measure of physiological response to simulated trauma scenes (Costanzo et al., 2014). However, when developing an analogue for a real life trauma event amongst a healthy population, the credibility and relatability of the analogue trauma is significant for generalisability of TFP research to trauma symptoms following events in the real world (Rovira et al., 2009). Incorporating VR into trauma film paradigms presents an opportunity to provide ecologically relevant and realistic simulations of stressful environments as an analogue for a real-life traumatic event. Yet this application of realistic VR film footage should be approached with strong consideration of the ethical implications for participants. The film used in the current study was originally created as a deterrent for reckless driving and did not contain highly aversive content. Data from the intrusion diaries suggests most participants experienced a decrease in intrusion frequency over the course of the three days with the majority of intrusions reported within the first day after watching the film. However, future research intending on increasing realism with VR trauma films should consider potential long-term consequences of immersive trauma analogue exposure.
Employing an online intrusion diary as opposed to paper-pen diaries coincides with the aspiration to renovate the traditional TFP methodology. Participants received a login link via email to their personal online intrusion diary that could be accessible from smartphones, tablet or computer at any time point throughout the study period. Whereas paper-pen diaries could be mislaid or completed retrospectively and therefore fail to provide an accurate representation of intrusion frequency, an online diary offers sustained accessibility and record of participant engagement and has been successfully incorporated into previous TFP research, (e.g. Ball & Brewin, 2012; Kamboj et al., 2014). The potential limitation of this method surrounds the possibility of the email containing login details for the diary causing a trigger to the film. However, as part of the reporting process, participants were instructed to identify triggers that may have evoked intrusions and any reports containing details of the email being the trigger were discounted from analysis. Additionally, only intrusions with a visual component were considered for analysis to eradicate the occurrence of mere thoughts of the experiment, which would likely arise from reading the email. We concluded that an email would cause no more of a trigger than the presence of a paper-pen diary and so incorporated an online diary into the study design and achieved high participant compliance rates at follow up. Future studies may consider a comparison in methodology of intrusion recording, yet the use of online diaries could offer a more sustainable alternative to the traditional paradigm that better reflects a more technologically advanced population.

4.1 Conclusions

Presenting an analogue trauma in a virtual environment can benefit TFP research by increasing engagement with the trauma scene making the experience seem more real and enhance feelings of being personally involved. Although in the current study there are no direct differences in intrusion frequency or distress between VR an on-screen film
presentation, there is evidence that an enhanced sense of presence, regardless of film modality, results in greater frequency and distress from later intrusions. Consequently, future research should consider the immersive nature of films used as an analogue for a traumatic event.
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